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Happiness comes when you share everything you have with everyone. The Heavenly Parent has a heart 

that wants to give and give, and even after He has given all that He has, to give still more. 

By True Parents 

 

Today the 8th of May 2021 at the world peace home, a peaceful families organizations' facility, at the 

Adagom 3 refugee settlement for Southern Cameroonians in Nigeria, it was a beautiful day for our 

Heavenly parents and our True Parents. It was also great for us the organizers and those who attended the 

one day workshop under the theme: THE ESSENCE OF A LIFE OF GIVING, GIVING, GIVING ,,,,. 

 

 
 

The Peaceful families Organization aims at making it a duty to have at least one day in a month to 

welcome people into the World Peace Home to enjoy the love and peace of our Heavenly parents. Like 

our True Parents established Cheong Pyeong Heaven and Earth Training Center, as the founder of the 

Peaceful Families Organization I can't resist the urge to develop the World Peace Home as a miniature of 

Cheong Pyeong. 

 

With the True Love Farms as an arm of the World Peace Home, we find things getting easier to gather 

people for education and experiencing the love of a family here. Usually, our invitees cook, eat, play and 

study. In so doing they go home very refreshed, inspired and hopeful. Our World Peace Home at her baby 

state is already experiencing such great moments with the elderly ones, the youths and children. Backed 

by the True love Farms, food comes in the kitchen easily. We buy less and even give more for our 



 

 

attendants to carry home. It is quite amazing. 

 

The World peace home has had a series of gatherings to inspire people with the art of giving. The 

principal initiation of the True Love farms had been to assist these hungry and desperate refugees with 

vegetable. True Love farm has green, water leaf, pepper, fluted pumpkin and okra. We planted these 

vegetables because they can be easily cooked and consumed. Also they are well known by the people I 

intend to support. After the 43 couples received the blessing last year, it also became a duty to establish a 

foundation to raise these couples and work to bring them to the level they can carry the True Parents 

vision ahead by becoming auto subsistent. The True Love farms is propelled by this great desire to make 

a foundation for the future connection of all these Southern Cameroon tribes to the True Parents 

foundation in the nearest future. 

 

 
 

After very hard work, the world Peace home is standing and the True Love Farms has finally become a 

reality. With their baby courses, we are finally standing up. We have gathered elderly persons and 

educated them, we shared them green and fire wood. In another turn we gathered couples and shared them 

green and firewood. On Easter, we gathered nd educated the youths and shared them green and firewood. 

In all cases, we cooked, ate, gave them education and rejoiced singing together. 

 

 
 

Today, it was very special, what we shared from the True Love Farm increased. We shared okro, okong 

obong and water leaf. I educated my participants under our Heavenly parents' rich inspiration. I and my 

participants mostly elders of different churches within the settlement, were greatly moved. They gave 



 

 

wonderful testimonies and many pledged working with Peaceful Families Organization. We laid a 

foundation for a future blessing of some of their couples. When I read True parents' words from 

Chambumo Gyeong book 10, they clapped and felt very inspired. On this foundation I explained the false 

Parentism and True Parentism. A brighter picture of the True Parents surfaced in their hearts. 

 

 
 

We cooked, ate mangoes and shared our vegetables to the participants who numbered twenty two. We 

started by 10:00 a.m. and ended at about 2:00 o'clock p.m. 

 

They were very moved by this gesture as I could pay their transportation to and from to come and eat, 

learn and take something home. I prayed for the vegetable code named HEAVENS (Heaven and Earth 

Vegetable Nourishments). I urged the vegetable to manifest exceptionally as restored creation in these 

people, households and ancestors. Three elders were called to pray and they gave very wonderful prayers. 

They participants as elders were asked to bless us. They prayed blessing us. This was wonderful. The 

bikes came and carried them home. 

 

 
 

I and my team fell very grateful to our Heavenly Parents, our True Parents and all our Heavenly partners. 

We hope this will go a long way in bringing some joy to our Heavenly Parents, True Father in the spirit 

world and True Mother on earth. We also pray that our heavenly partners also received plenty of joy from 

this event. We love and thank you all. 

 

By 

 

COSMAS OBI O. 

Founder of PEACEFUL FAMILIES ORGANIZATION 

 


